Spring Has Sprung! Be a Nature Detective!
Parents:

This spring trail activity is designed to be used after viewing the Jay C.
Hormel Nature Center first grade online video field trip. This will give you
and your child an opportunity to get outside and enjoy exploring nature
with you.

The activity guide will help focus your child’s attention on interesting sights,
sounds and colors on the trail hike. Look, listen, touch, smell and
experience! A child can gain a sense of wonder just by watching quite
ordinary things with close attention. Don’t worry about not knowing all the
names of all the plants, birds, animals or wildflowers. If you want, take a
photo and identify it later. It is more important to look, guess, play games,
explore and have fun! Please remember your own enthusiasm about what
you see and experience in nature is contagious and it is perhaps your
greatest asset as your child’s teacher.

Don’t worry if you do not complete all the nature activities on your first
outdoor trip to the Nature Center. Feel free to return again and again as
spring and summer approaches and find something new in nature!
Have fun being a “Nature Detective!”

Environmentalist, Rachel Carson, claimed in her book,
The Sense of Wonder, that introducing a child to the
excitement of the natural world,
“It is not half as important to know as to feel”
being in touch with the earth.

Be a Nature Detective!
Let’s start at the Big Rock.
Touch the big GNEISS ROCK-pronounced (“Nice”) Rock
This boulder is probably one of the oldest things you’ll ever touch.
Geologists have dated rocks of this type at 3.6 billion years. It
weighs about 125 tons-that is the weight of almost 63 cars! Can you move this rock?
3.6 billion years ago pressures deep within the earth changed this boulder from granite into gneiss. This occurred in an area that is
now the Minnesota River Valley. Billions of years of erosion and uplift now expose rocks that used to be deep in the earth.
But how did it get here? It just doesn’t seem to match with the rocks you would find if you dug into the ground here. In fact, the
large boulder is called an Erratic, so named because there is no other example of this type of rock here (except for other erratics)
even if you were to dig thousands of feet underground. The only other place you can find rock that matches the composition of the
“Big Rock” is in the Minnesota River valley near Montevideo, MN. Less than half a million years ago, a lobe of an ancient glacier
plucked this boulder from the surrounding bedrock, then transported and deposited it at a site just north of Todd Park (a distance
of 160 miles from the parent rock). Arrowheads were found around the small portion of the rock that protruded above the
ground—evidence that Native Americans used to sit on the big rock and flint knap! This glacial erratic measures 20 x 17 x 11 feet
and weighs about 125 tons. On December 18, 1985, it was dragged from Todd Park to the Nature Center using tracked heavy
equipment and an overland “road” of ice. The move was accomplished by Wally Bustad Excavating Service.

What is growing on the rock? They are lichens. Touch them.
Lichens are made up of two tiny living things: a fungus and an alga. The fungus and the alga
benefit from living together. The alga produces food, and the fungus gathers water. In this way
a lichen can survive.
Who do you think would eat lichens? Hint: These animals pull
Santa’s sleigh! Lichens are the main food for reindeer in the
winter.
Lichens have been used to make dyes, which are used to color
fabric for our clothing, perfumes and medicine. One of the
more bizarre uses of lichens from the past is that it was used as
packing material to preserve ancient Egyptian mummies!

LOOK FOR SPRING WILDFLOWERS
MAY APPLE
This flower blooms in late April and May. They look like mini umbrellas. The
fruit or “apple” is produced later in the summer. Be warned…. the ripened
fruit, leaves and roots are poisonous. It has been used as medicine on the
skin to treat warts.

Virginia Bluebells are a

Jack in the Pulpit gets

popular spring wildflower at
the Nature Center. They look
like a sea of blue! Please do
not pick the flower! Bend
down on the ground and
smell the flower. They have a
light floral scent and as they
dry and fade the scent
becomes more like the smell
of spices, like cinnamon.

its name because people
thought it looked like a
church pulpit - a small
lifted platform where a
member of the clergy
stands to read a Gospel
lesson, or give a sermon.
Be warned … this plant is
poisonous. Do not eat the
plant or it’s red berries/
seeds in the fall.

MOSS
Look for the green moss! Moss usually grows on the north side of trees in shady areas
so this can help us find direction. Touch and feel the soft damp moss. Thank the trees
and moss for giving us clean air to breathe! Trees and moss absorb carbon dioxide and
then release oxygen for us to breathe. HUG A TREE and thank them for helping keep
the air clean for us! Who likes to eat moss? Hint: These animals pull Santa’s sleigh.
Most animals do not eat moss except for reindeer. The moss has a special chemical in
it that helps reindeer keep their blood warm, kind
of like antifreeze does for cars. In the past, moss
Hug a
has been used as diapers (because it absorbs waTree!
ter) treating wounds and it makes soft bedding!
Reindeer eat lichens too, like you saw on the big
rock.

Action and Games on the Trail
*Soar like an Eagle. Some birds can fly without flapping their wings. Hold your hands
straight out, and SOAR down the trail like an eagle! Check the sky above you we often
have eagles flying above the trees.
*Backwards Walking. Ask your child to stop walking and turn around. Explain that you
and your child are going to both walk slowly backwards down the trail. You can both walk single file or you can
hold your child’s hand and walk backwards together about 10 feet. Stop and observe nature from a different perspective. Try it again another 10 feet. It can be a challenge to walk backwards without looking behind. Try it as
many times as you like.
*Turkey Steps. Turkeys are very talented flyers and are also powerful walkers. Walk like a
turkey by taking big, highly determined steps. You can make the male turkey call “gobble,
gobble” as you take the big steps or make the hen sound “cluck, cluck!” It is spring mating
season and male turkeys are now looking for a girlfriend in the Nature Center.

Look for animal tracks in the sand along Dobbins Creek.
Quietly sit on the sand or on the cement bridge and
close your eyes for one minute and use your senses to
hear and smell. Open your eyes and look up in the sky
and all around. What did you hear or smell? Did you
see anything new after you opened your eyes? Share
your experience!

Pooh Sticks
Do you remember playing this game when you came out to
the nature center in kindergarten? Winnie the Pooh and his friends
love to play this game! Walk to the covered bridge or stop at one of
the bridges. Have you, your child and or siblings find 3 small sticks.
Enter the bridge and on the count of three, drop the sticks on the
east side, then go to the other side and wait. The winner will be the
one whose stick comes out first from under the bridge. These sticks
may make it all the way to ocean!

*Take look in Dobbins Creek to see if you see any fish, ducks,
geese or turtles enjoying their home in or on the water.
Hike along the trail and look
for critters that call the
nature center their home.
Please remember the quieter you
are walking on the trails the more
likely you will be able to see the
animals that live here!

Look for the mourning cloak
butterfly. It is one of the
first butterflies to see in the
spring in Minnesota!

Squirrel babies are called “kits” and you can see
them arriving in the spring to mid- August.

Does have their fawns in late May
and early June.

FLASH FLOOD GAME
On your way out to the pond and log cabin, play the game called FLASH FLOOD on the trails. In this game, the
trail you are walking on is a stream and when you yell FLASH FLOOD, you will need to step off the trail and find a
tree to hang on to. The tree will save you from being washed away. After you have found a tree, tell your child or
children that the water is receding and it is all clear to step back on the trail. Play this game as many times as you
want. Take turns being the leader who yells FLASH FLOOD with your child or children. This game can work well
with as few as 2 or 3 participants.
Game adapted from naturalists-Larry Buell and David Stokes

Explore the Pond!
Remember to enter the pond area quietly and look for the floating log on the
pond to see the turtles that are “sunning” themselves. Count how many
turtles you see. Why do they need to sunbathe?
These cold blooded turtles need to sunbathe or bask in the sun to warm up
their bodies to maintain their body temperature, to aid with digestion of their
food, keep their bones and organs healthy and help regulate their mood.
Look and listen for other critters who live in or near the pond. Look along the
edge of the pond in the water and see if you can see any frogs or aquatic
critters. Can you see any ducks, geese or goslings?
We have two geese nesting at the pond. A goose is
actually the name for female geese and male geese are
called ganders. A group of geese on land or in water are a
gaggle and while in the air they are called a skein.
Keep visiting the pond to see the goslings!

Log Cabin: New Apple Trees, Gardens and Bee Hives

Last fall the Nature Center staff planted apple trees behind the log cabin. They planted Snow Sweet and Frost Bite
apple trees. How many apple trees can you count in the fenced in area? (10) Keep visiting the log cabin in late May
and June, as we will be adding raised gardens with tomatoes, peppers, beans, broccoli, peas. We will also be putting
in three new bee hives. Why did we build a fence around the trees and the new garden? What critters could damage the trees and or eat the new plants if we did not have a fence?
Answer: deer, rabbits, voles, woodchucks, squirrels and chipmunks.

Bee Hives

Bee Hives

Finish your Trail Hike with a Bee Waggle Dance!
Dancing is a way that honey bees let other bees know where to find the flowers and nectar needed to make
delicious honey! Bees do a round dance to show the direction and where the food is located if it is really close
to the hive. If the food is further away they do a waggle dance, which consists of a figure eight circle and a
waggle in the middle! Shake your behind and move forward. Stop shaking and turn to your left to circle back
around to where you started. Shake your behind and waggle forward again. Stop at the same spot but now
turn to your right and circle back around to where you started. That’s the waggle dance! Bees do it all the time
and now you can too. Remember to buzz like a bee! When you get home use sidewalk chalk to draw the circles
of the waggle dance on your driveway or sidewalk and do the dance again. You also can learn more about bees
this summer in our classes and programs and help make honey from our beehives in late August. Check out our
spring summer newsletter for the upcoming classes and special events!
Bees are important! They help plants to grow and produce food for us like almonds, cucumbers, apples,
strawberries and honey. They do so by transferring pollen between flowering plants thus keeping the cycle of
life turning. Next time you come across a bee, don’t be scared, say thank you and stay out of their way! They
have a busy schedule as they work hard to help give us delicious food and beautiful colorful flowers!

Sidewalk Bee Waggle
Dance

Thanks for being a Jay C. Hormel
Nature Center Nature Detective
today. Please come and visit again to
see and learn more about nature!

Create a Frog Band
Listen to frog calls and try and imitate them. You can find things around your house that make excellent
frog calls, along with your own voice. Once you have all your frog calls around you see if you can identify
which frog call belongs to which frog! For extra fun, play all your frog calls together and make up a song.
MATERIALS:
Plastic Comb
Marbles
Balloon (or rubber band, plastic cup, paper clip, & scissors)
Leopard frog—this call can be replicated by dragging the bottom of your thumb across an
inflated balloon. It works best if the thumb is dipped in water before you start. You can also
take a plastic cup. Poke a hole in the bottom, string through a broken rubber band, Tie the
rubber band to a paper clip on the bottom of the cup. Hold onto the cup and wet your
forefinger of your other hand. Take the rubber band between your forefinger and thumb
and tighten the grip and pull down, letting the rubber band sort of slide through your
fingers.

American toad

Spring Peeper – A high
pitched “peep, peep, peep”
will imitate their call.

Make a “purring”
noise by trilling
your tongue, but
make it high
pitched.

Chorus frog

To imitate this
frog, drag your
fingernail along
the teeth edges
of a plastic
comb.

Bullfrog

Crawfish frog

This frog’s call is
“jug-orum,
brr-um.”

The call sounds
like a loud,
long snore.

Cricket frog-hit two marbles
together to replicate the “glick,
glick, glick” sound of this frog.

Gray Tree frogs make a musical
bird like trill sound. Trill your
tongue in short bursts of sound.

